Project Scope

The TREX Improvements project occurred in various phases and addressed pedestrian connectivity needs which became apparent following the completion of TREX transit improvements in the south metro area. Despite RTD's construction of state-of-the-art light-rail stations, for example, certain adjacent roadways lacked sidewalks and ADA-accessible curb ramps. Specific work elements included right-of-way acquisition; drainage improvements; new concrete sidewalks, curb and gutter; restoration of adjacent roadways; landscaping enhancements; and the commissioning of a public art installation at the Colorado Center's new pedestrian and bicycle bridge.

Project Team

Project Manager: Steven Forvilly, Samuel Pavone
Designer(s): Muller Engineering Company Inc.
Constructor(s): KECI Colorado Inc., Keene Concrete Inc., RMA Group, Silva Construction Inc., Haselden Construction, A J Ventures Inc.
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